
PARAMVEER SINGH 
@ 1 p a r a m v e e r  

 paramsingh1205@hotmail.com          +91-9599427948                 Greater Noida, Delhi  

 LinkedIn           Github 

 

PROJECTS  
 

Portfolio Website 
- Implemented the latest client-side rendering techniques introduced in 

Next.js 14, enhancing the website's responsiveness and rendering 
speed. 

- Leveraged Font and Image Optimization features in Next.js to optimize 
font loading, resulting in improved overall performance. 

- Utilized GSAP (GreenSock Animation Platform) to create captivating 
animations for a dynamic and engaging user experience. 

 

CRUD Todo App 
- Implemented CRUD (Create, Read, Update, Delete) operations to 

manage tasks efficiently. 

- Utilized virtual environment for project isolation and dependency 
management. 

- Applied Jinja templating for dynamic content rendering, also enhancing 
the user interface with tailwind css. 

 

WORK EXPERIENCE  

Technical Core Team Member 
 Bennett Cloud Computing Club 

 October 2023 -  (Present)    Bennett University 

- Created the club’s website whilst collaborating with technical lead 

- Suggested and introduced new methods to optimize club’s website to 
handle large images 

- Actively contributed to the planning and execution of upcoming events 

- Conducted routine checks on the website to ensure optimal 
performance, emphasizing a commitment to fast load times and a 
seamless user experience. 

 

Freelance Video Editor 
 Upwork 

 (Not Act ive)    Remote 

- Helped client to edit optimized video for their website 

- Suggested changes to their website to create a more appealing 

and immersive website for their brand  

- Edited a cinematic video for the client and that helped him scale his 
business  

- Cleaned up the audio to sound professional for the client portfolio 

EDUCATION  

Bachelor of Technology 

Computer Science 
 

Bennett University  

   September 2023 – 2027(Expected) 

  Greater Noida, Delhi 

  SGPA: 8.4 
 

 

RELEVANT 

COURSES  

Introduction to Programming 

- University of Helsinki 

- Passed the exam with 5 (Highest) 

Grade.  

The Odin Project 

 

SKILLS  

Advanced 

JavaScript HTML/ CSS 

Tailwind CSS 

Python 
Git (version control) 
 
Intermediate 

NextJS 

GSAP 

Bootstrap 

REST APIs (Flask, FastAPI) 

Web Scraping 

 
Exposure 

Java 

Typescript 

MySQL 

https://1paramveer.vercel.app/
mailto:paramsingh1205@hotmail.com
http://linkedin.com/in/1paramveer
http://linkedin.com/in/1paramveer
https://github.com/1paramveer/flask-todo-crud
https://www.linkedin.com/company/bennett-cloud-computing-club-bc3/
https://www.upwork.com/freelancers/~0174add3a76d396c13
https://programming-23.mooc.fi/
https://certificates.mooc.fi/validate/04u7pyiwenao
https://www.theodinproject.com/

